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16 Processes of Conceptual Change
number rc:prc:sc:ntations and parallel individuation are not up for the: job of supportingthe learning of verbal counting. New rc:prc:sc:ncationaJ resources need ro be constructed. W hat about causality, agency, and space? Perhaps paralld arguments can be made:. Thereexist arguments in the literature: on how causality changes &om pc:rcc:pnm.1 (i.e., defined byspatiotemporal parameters, Michotcc:) to conceptual (sec: the: intervc:ncionisc account of causality, e.g., Gopnik c:t aJ., 1004; Gopnik & Wc:llman, 2011; Woodward, 1003), and causal language: may play an important role (e.g., Bonawitz er aJ., 2010). There: also exist arguments onhow our rc:presc:ntations of space change drastically when spacial language: is acquired (c:.g.,Hcnncr-Vazqucz, Moffet & Munkholm, 2001; Hcrmer & Spdkc, r996; Spdkc, 2003) and the:initial representations arc modular and encapsulated in a pcrcc:prual input analyzer. I am noraware of paralld arguments for the: dc:vdopmen t ofour concept ofagent. My reading of the literature: on the: early understanding of agency is that it is rather messy and controversial-some:have argued for strong nativist views ( e.g., Gc:rgdy & Csibra, 2003: Gergdy, Nadasdy, Csibra, & Bfro, 1995), while: others fuvorc:d a more: pic:cc:mc:al learning characterization ( e.g., Mdtzoff& Brooks, 2001: Woodward, 1998). One aspect of theory of mind development, fuJsc: bc:Jic:fundemanding, may give us another rdc:vanr example: hc:re-infunrs may have some: implicitundemanding of other peoples' beliefs, bur thc:sc: do not appear to be: accessible: to verbal predictions until farer in dc:vdopmenr (for papers on this controversy, sec: Onishi & Baillargeon,2005; Ruffinan & Pc:mcr, 2005; Wimmer & Pemer, 1983: and many others). An alrc:rnative consrrual is that infants' initial knowledge: is embedded in a sc:r of pc:rcc:ptual analyzers that arc: capable of very sophisticated inferences and computations.Perhaps these rc:prcsc:ntarions arc: best characterized as proto-conceptual primitives because they do not deliver representations in the: relevant format for the: learning of language:, and children sc:c:m to have: a great deal of difficulty building ocher, more complexand explicit concepts out of thc:sc primitives. In other words, it is not a simple mappingproblem to figure out how words refer to these concepts, and it is not a simple: Ktwc:aking"of the primitives chat would do the trick. The changes that take: place during and beyondinfancy require new primitives, nc:w hypotheses, and nc:w ways oflc:arning and thinking.

THREE TYPES OF MECHANISMS OF LEARNING
AND DEVELOPMENTAL CHANGE

What arc: the: Jc:arning mechanisms that bring about dc:vdopmc:mal change:? In otherwords, what is "rational" and "constructivist" about the young human learner's mind andthe course: of development? I suggest that there: arc at Jeasr three: types of mcchan isms forlearning and devc:lopmental change:: (1) language: as a medium for providing placeholderstructures and imposing constraints on rc:presc:ntational format; (1) Bayesian inductive:learning as a way of rationa!Jy combining evidence: and prior knowledge for the: purpose:of belief revision; cumulative: bdic:f revisions may lead to concc:prual change: such thatperipheral concepts may become core concepts, and vice: versa; and(;) explanation, analogy, thought experiments, and other internal processes of "Jc:arning by thinking" as tools 
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for going beyond data and evidence: to build larger conceptual structures. To date, we: 
have some evidence: for each of these: thrc:c types of lc:arning in the: domains that I have: 

considered in the: first part of this paper. 

Language Let1rni11g tis,, I fb;de for Co11ceptu,1/ Cba11ge 

If infants' initial knowledge is not in the right format for language: learning, and infants 

begin to learn the mean ing-bearing parts of language: in earnest toward the c:nd of the: 
first year, some dc:vdopmc:ntal changes nc:c:d to take: place:. One: hypothesis that has bc:c:n 

argued for in the literature: is the: idea that various parts oflanguagc: provide: "placeholder 
structures" for conceptual dc:vc:lopment (e.g., Carey, 2009: Gc:lman, 2003; Xu, 2001, 
1007; among others) . Two case studies come: to mind. 

In research on whether infants' representations of objects include: the: crucial ingredients 
of sortal-kind representations, my collcaguc:s and I have: suggested that initially infants in
dividuate: objects and track their identity by applying spatiotc:mporal criteria (e.g., since no 
object can travc:I from point A to point B without traversing a connected path in bc:twc:en, 
if that appears ro happen, it means that there arc: in fact two numerically distinct objects in 
the c:vc:nc). �tc a lot of empirical evidence: seems to support this conclusion (e.g., Spdke 
er al., 1995; Xu & Carey, 1996; Wynn, 1991, among others). Later on, we: have suggested, 
infants begin to learn words for object kinds such as BALL, CUP, and DOG, and it is 
through word learning that infants build new concepts that allow them to individuate: and 
track identity under sortal-kinds BALL, CUP, and DOG (sc:e Xu, 2007, for a review). The 
words-count nouns that rc:fc:r to sortal-kinds-imposc certain constraints on the: format 
of the rc:prc:sc:ntations: Symbolic (often) refers co murually exclusive: carc:goric:s that rdlc:ct 
distinct underlying c:ssc:ncc:s or causal structures, and support inferences at the lcvd of kinds. 

The case of number is similar, as sketched out earlier in the chapter. The prclinguistic 
representations, especially the: part that is genuinely a system capable of numerical com
putations, the: approximate: number system, docs not sc:c:m to play a role: in acquiring the 
meanings of number words. Instead, the counting list provides a placeholder structure: 
(Carey, :z.009; Sarnc:cka & Carey, 2.008) that imposes a sc:t of constraints on the format 
of the representations: symbolic, discrete, generated by the successor function, goes on to 
infini ry, among ochers. 

Core knowledge systems may rely on language to become truly symbolic and dis
crete:, and rhis is a deep conceptual change that requires new representational resources 
be: constructed. The: Mlanguage of thoughtR may not have: existed before these: changes
have: taken place:, since: by definition, the LOT is supposed to respect the syntactic 
constraints of a natural language: (c:.g., Fodor, 1975). Note: that this is not a Whorfian 
idc:a-all languages have a sc:c of syntactic tools and rhc:se arc:, as far as I know, uni· 
vc:rsal. Even if different languages c:xprc:ss some: ideas d iffcrc:nrly using diffc:rc:nt syn· 
tactic devices, the totality of the: thoughts we: can c:mcrtain would remain the same: 
for all human learners. A child learning English and a child learning Chinese: may use: 
diffc:rc:nt syntactic tools to transform core knowledge: rc:prcsc:ntations into symbolic 
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